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Abstract 
Burkard, R.E. and W. Sandholzer, Efficiently solvable special cases of bottleneck travelling 
salesman problems, Discrete Applied Mathematics 32 (1991) 61-76. 
The paper investigates bottleneck travelling salesman problems (BTSP) which can be solved in 
polynomial time. At first a BTSP whose cost matrix is a circulant is treated. It is shown that in 
the symmetric case such a BTSP can be solved in O(n log n) time. Secondly conditions are derived 
which guarantee that an optimal solution is a pyramidal tour. Thus this problem can be solved 
in O(n2) time. Finally it is shown that a BTSP with cost matrix C=(c;,), where cl1 =a, b, with 
a, 5 ... <a, and b,z ... 26, can be solved in O(n*) time. 
Keywords: Bottleneck travelling salesman problem, polynomial tractability, circulant, pyramidal 
tour. 
1. Introduction 
Despite the fact that the travelling salesman problem (TSP) is NP-hard, there are 
many special cases which can be solved by polynomial-time algorithms. A survey 
on such problems is given by Lawler, Gilmore and Shmoys [6] and Burkard and 
Deineko [2]. Further recent results were obtained by Rote [9] and Edelsbrunner, 
Rote and Welzl [4]. All these papers deal mostly with the travelling salesman prob- 
lem with a sum objective function. We call this problem STSP. In contrast, the topic 
of this paper are efficiently solvable special cases of the bottleneck travelling sales- 
man problem (BTSP). There are considerable differences between sum and bottle- 
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neck TSPs. A first example should illustrate this. Consider an upper triangular cost 
matrix. In the sum case the corresponding STSP can be solved by an assignment 
problem (see [6,8]). In principle the analogue is possible for BTSP with upper 
triangular cost matrix which are reduced to bottleneck assignment problems. But in 
the bottleneck case one can do better. This relies on the fact that viewed from an 
algebraic point of view all cost elements in the ordered semigroup (R, max) are non- 
negative. But as was already pointed out in [6], TSPs with upper triangular cost 
matrix and nonnegative cost can already be solved by shortest path computations 
in 0(n2) time. 
We consider in this paper first a BTSP, whose cost matrix is a symmetric circulant. 
Secondly we derive new conditions on the structure of cost matrices of the BTSP 
which guarantee that an optimal solution is a member of a special class of tours, 
called “pyramidal tours”. A polynomial algorithm is known which finds an optimal 
tour in the class of pyramidal tours. Finally we present efficient algorithms for the 
BTSP whose cost matrix is a matrix of the form co = ai. bj with at 5 a2 I 1.. I a, and 
b,rb2r...rb,,. 
2. Notations 
A weighted digraph G(N, A, c) consists of a set of nodes N= { 1, . . . , n}, a set of 
directed arcs A CNX N and a weight function c:A --f R which attaches cost c(i,j) 
to every arc (i,j). 
A path P from node i to node j in G is a sequence of nodes (i,, i2, . . . , i,) with 
(ik,ik+l)EA for k=l,..., I - 1. A path is called elementary if all its nodes are pair- 
wise disjoint. To every path we can attach a length in different ways. The usual sum 
length of P is defined as 
es(P) := C c(i, j). 
U,j)~P 
The “bottleneck” length of P is defined as 
cb(P) := (m,“~“p c(i, j). 
4 
In this paper we consider mostly paths with minimal bottleneck lengths. Two 
nodes i, j of G are called strongly connected if there is a path from node i to j and 
a path from node j to node i. A graph is called strongly connected if each pair of 
nodes is strongly connected. It is easy to see that “strongly connected” defines an 
equivalence relation on the node set N. The equivalence classes of this relation are 
strongly connected components of the graph. An elementary circuit is a path which 
consists of an elementary path from i to j and an arc (j, i). It is obvious that all nodes 
of a circuit are strongly connected. An elementary circuit is a tour, if every node 
of N belongs to this circuit. 
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Each weighted digraph G(N, A, c) can be completely described by its weighted 
adjacency matrix C. The entries of C are defined as 
Cij := c(i, j) if (i, j)EA, 
cti := infinite if (i, j) $A. 
If C is symmetric, then every path from i to j and the converse path from j to i cer- 
tainly have the same bottleneck and sum costs. 
The bottleneck travelling salesman problem (BTSP) is to find a tour T with 
minimum bottleneck costs 
cb(T*) = min{ cb(T), T tour in G} . 
The sum travelling salesman problem (STSP) is to find a tour T with minimum 
sum costs 
cs( T*) = min{ cs( T), T tour in G} . 
3. Circulants 
In this section we consider special weighted digraphs GC= (N,A, c) whose ad- 
jacency matrices are circulants. 
Let a 1, . . . , a, be arbitrary integers. A digraph (N, A) is called a circulant graph 
generated by a,, . . . , a,, if 
(l)N={l,...,n}, 
(2) (i,j)EA :e ZltE{l,...,m}: j-i=a, (modn). 
Obviously we can restrict ourselves to the case that m I n and a,, . . . , a, are different 
integers in the interval [0, n - 11. In this case the arcs can be split into m disjoint 
classes 
E,:={(i,j)lj-i=a,(modn)}, t=l,2 ,..., m. 
A weighted circulant graph (N,A, c) is a circulant graph with constant costs ct on 
the arcs of the class E,. 
Example 3.1. See Fig. 1. In this digraph we have 
n=6, al =2, a,=3, 
N= { 1,2,3,4,5,6), 
E, = CCL 31, (2,419 (39% (49% (511, (6,211, 
E2 = {U,4), (2,5), (3,6), (4, I), (5,2), (6,3)}, 
A =E,UE,, 
c1 = 1 for all arcs in El, 
c2=2 for all arcs in E2. 
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Fig. 1. Digraph of Example 3.1. 
The corresponding weighted adjacency matrix C is 
0003120300 
0300001200 
c0~~cwl2 
2mmwall 
12cowww 
w12www 
Observe that this circulant graph is strongly connected, but not Hamiltonian. 
Since a Hamiltonian digraph is always strongly connected, we derive at first a condi- 
tion which guarantees that the circulant graph CC is strongly connected. 
Proposition 3.2. The circulant graph on n nodes generated by al, . . . , a, has exactly 
g=gcd(n,a ,,..., a,) strongly connected components of n/g nodes. 
Every connected component Zi has the form 
Zi={j Ij=i+A.g (modn), AEZ}. 
Corollary 3.3 (Garfinkel). A necessary condition for CC to be Hamiltonian is 
g=gcd(n,a, ,..., a,)=l. 
Corollary 3.4 (Garfinkel). CC is Hamiltonian if there is an ai with gcd(n, ai) = 1. 
Proposition 3.2 can be proved by simple number-theoretic observations. Accor- 
ding to the definition of circulant graphs only nodes j with j= i + La g (mod n) can 
be reached on a path from node i and any node j of this form can indeed be reached. 
Thus the nodes 1,2, . . . , g represent equivalence classes and therefore CC has exactly 
g strongly connected components of the form described above. 
But as the Example 3.1 mentioned above shows, the condition g(a,, . . . , a,) = 1 is 
not sufficient to guarantee CC to be Hamiltonian. We will show now that g= 1 
together with the symmetry of the graph will guarantee that CC contains a tour. 
Moreover, the proof of this result will give us hints how to solve efficiently BTSPs 
whose cost matrices are symmetric circulants. 
A circulant graph generated by al, . . . , a, is symmetric if for every ai there is an 
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aj with aj=n -ai (mod n). The adjacency matrices of symmetric circulant graphs 
are symmetric matrices, implying that arcs (i,j) and (j,i) have the same cost. 
Proposition 3.5. A symmetric circulant graph G generated by aI, . . . , a,,, is Hamilto- 
nian if and only if g = gcd(n, a,, . . . , a,) = 1. 
Proof. If a symmetric circulant graph G has g= gcd(n, a,, . . . , am)> 1 it cannot be 
Hamiltonian by Proposition 3.2. 
Now let G, be a circulant graph defined by *a,, +a2, . . . , fa, and define g, := 
gcd(n, al, . . . , a,) for t-1,2,..., m. Obviously, G, are symmetric circulant graphs, 
have g, strongly connected components and every such component has exactly n/g, 
nodes, namely the nodes 
j=i+A.g, (modn) for some i. 
We shall now prove by induction that every strongly connected component of such 
a G, has a circuit through all its nodes. 
Obviously this is true for Gr, since 
i, i + a, (mod n), i + 2al (mod n), . . . , i + ((n/g,) - l)a, (mod n) 
form such a circuit. 
Thus let us assume the assertion is true for all graphs G,, . . . , G,. If g, = g,, I there 
is nothing to show, since G, and G,, , have the same components. 
Now let us assume g, + , <g,. In this case several components of G, are combined 
into one component in G,, , . More specific, let 
k=g,/g,+i and u,= 1 +(r- I)a,+l (modg,) (r= 1,2, . . ..k). 
Thus the components Z,,, . . . , Z,, are connected in G,, 1 by arcs (i, j) with j- i = 
&a,+ 1 (mod n). 
By induction Z,, has a circuit through all its nodes and this circuit can be trans- 
ferred to Z,,, . . . , Z,, by just adding a constant to any node in ZUr, r = 2, . . . , k. More 
precisely: if (1, i,, . . . , in,,,) is a circuit through all nodes of Z,, then: 
(l+(r-l)a,+, (modn),i,+(r-I@,+, (modn),...,&,+(r-1)q.i (mod@) 
is a circuit through all nodes of Z,,, r=2, . . . , k. 
Now we will patch together these circuits to one circuit in the new component of 
G l+l. Again, this can be done by induction: 
At first, there must be an arc (i, j) between Z,, and Z,,. Let i’ and j’ be the pre- 
decessors of i and j in the circuits of Z,, and Z,,. By symmetry and the definition 
of G,+ I there will be an arc (j’, i’) in Gt+, . Thus 
(i,j ,..., j’,i’,..., i) 
is a circuit through all nodes of Z,, and Z,,. (This circuit consists of the nodes 
1, 1 + a,, 1, i,,,g, + a,, , (mod n), . . . , iz + a,, 1 (mod n), iz, . . . , &,,. (See Fig. 2.)) Note 
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5 i3 i4 i 
? 
0 
n/s o-. . .-o-t _I 
0 : 
i2+at+, is+at+, 
o-. . . 
i4+at+, 
y-0 
n/g 
+a 
(modtn) 
t+1 
(mod n) (mod n) (mod n) 1 
Fig. 2. Patching of two cycles according to Proof of Proposition 3.5. 
that this circuit has at least one arc of Z,,. 
Now, if we have constructed a circuit through all nodes of the strongly connected 
components Z,,, 1= 1, . . . , i, which have at least an arc (k, k’) of .ZUr, we can build up 
a circuit through all nodes of the strongly connected components Z,, , I = 1, . . . , i, i+ 1. 
Because (k + a,, Ir /~‘+a,+~) is an arc in Z,+, and &/~+a,+,), (k’,k’+a,+t) are 
arcs in E, + 1 wecangetthecircuit(k’,...,k,k+a,+,,...,k’+a,+,,k’)withthewanted 
properties. 
As soon as g,= 1 the graph G, which is a subgraph of G contains a Hamiltonian 
tour. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.5. 0. 
The proof of Proposition 3.5 suggests an algorithm for solving BTSPs with sym- 
metric circulants as cost matrices. 
Define at, . . . . a, in such a way that c, 5 c2 5 ... I c, and let 
t*=min{t 1 g,=gcd(n,at,...,a,)= l}. 
Then we can construct a tour P* with arcs of E ,, . . . , ET as shown by Proposition 
3.5. Any other tour P must contain an arc (i j) from an arc class E,, t 2 t*. 
Therefore, 
cb(P)?c;=cb(P*), 
and P* is bottleneck optimal. 
The construction of P* can be finished in O(n log n) steps. Note that it is easy 
to recognize symmetric circulants as cost matrices. 
It should be mentioned that the optimal solution of sum TSPs with circulants as 
cost matrices is an open problem. It is possible, however, to find an optimal 
Hamiltonian path in polynomial time also in the sum case (see [6]). A further in- 
teresting open question seems to be, when a circulant graph is Hamiltonian. 
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4. Pyramidal tours 
A tour T is called pyramidal if it is of the form (1, i,, . . . , i,, n, j,, . . . , j, -r-_2), 
where i,<i,<--.<i, and j,>j,>..->~‘~_~-~. 
Example 4.1. T= (1,3,6,8,7,5,4,2) is pyramidal, while T= (1,6,5,2,8,7,3,4) is not. 
See Fig. 3. 
I I I I I I I I I > 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Step 
Node 
A 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
I I I I I I I I I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a st!p 
Fig. 3. Pyramidal and nonpyramidal tours. 
It is possible to compute an optimal pyramidal tour by a dynamic programming 
scheme in O(n2). In the sum case such an algorithm is reported in [6]. It can directly 
be transferred to the bottleneck case, see [IO]. 
In the sum case many papers deal with structures of cost matrices which guarantee 
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that an optimal tour is pyramidal. For a first paper in this direction see Supnick [12] 
or Demidenko [3] for general conditions. 
We will now investigate the question, when the optimal tour of a BTSP is 
pyramidal. 
For the proof of the following propositions the notion of a slope of a tour is 
crucial. 
We define the positive slope H+ of a tour as a set of nodes. This set consists of 
n and all nodes which precede immediately n in an increasing sequence. The negative 
slope H- of a tour is defined as the set of nodes which contains n and all nodes 
which follow immediately n in a decreasing sequence. The slope H of a tour is the 
union of the sets H+ and H-. Obviously a tour is pyramidal if H contains the com- 
plete set N={l,...,n}. 
The maximum of all nodes which are not in the slope H will be called the top node 
of the tour. The top node exists if and only if the tour is not pyramidal. 
Example 4.2. The tour (1,6,5,2,8,7,3,4) has the positive slope H’ = (2, S} and the 
negative slope Hm = { 3,7, S}. Therefore the slope H is (2,3,7,8}. The top node of 
the tour is 6. It is the largest node outside H. 
We will now consider conditions which guarantee that there exists an optimal tour 
of the BTSP which is pyramidal. Thus such a BTSP can be solved in O(n’) steps. 
Let C be the weighted adjacency matrix of the digraph. 
Theorem 4.3. Zf one of the following four assumptions (A), (B), (C), (D) holds, then 
there exists a bottleneck optimal tour which is pyramidal. 
69: max{c,,; cyS; cS,,)~max(c,,,; cS,,; c,,,), 
t#u, tfv, 15t,U,v<S<WSn. 
(4.1) 
(B): (4.2) 
(4.3) 
(Cl: 
(D): 
maxic,,; c ,;c,,,+11 ~max{c,s+l; c,,; cw,u>T 
max(c,,;c,,;c,+,,,}~max{c,+l,,;c,,;c,,}, 
VfU, tfv, 15t,u,v<s<s+l<w~n. 
Ci,jzcj,,, 
max{Ci,j; C,,,}(max{ci,k; cj,/}9 
l~i<j<k<l~n. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
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Before we continue with the proof of Theorem 4.3 we state the following easy-to- 
prove result: 
Lemma 4.4. Let P be a nonpyramidal tour with top node s. Then every node i with 
s < i < n is in the slope of P. Moreover, there exists in P a unique arc (v, w) with 
v<s< w and a unique arc (x, y) in P with x>s>y. 
Proof. The top node of P is characterized as maximum node not in the slope of P 
which immediately implies the first part of Lemma 4.4. Since s is not in the slope 
of P, its immediate neighbours are both smaller than S. This implies together with 
the first part of Lemma 4.4 the second part. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. The idea of the proofs for (A), (B), (C) and (D) is to con- 
struct a sequence of tours PO, PI, . . . , P, where PO is an optimal tour and P, is an 
optimal tour which is pyramidal. 
In (A), (B), (C) we will define transformations T: Pi --f Pi+, which have the 
following properties: 
cb(P;) 2 cb(P;+ i), 
si ‘Si+ I 
where Si is the top node of the tour Pi. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Because of (4.9), we get a pyramidal tour after a finite number of transforma- 
tions. This pyramidal tour P, is optimal because of (4.8) and since PO was optimal. 
So to prove (A), (B) and (C) we have only to state the suitable transformations 
TA (for (A)), T, (for (B)) and T, (for (C)) satisfying (4.8), (4.9). 
Transformation T,. Let si be the top node of Pi. According to Lemma 4.4 there is 
exactly one arc (v, w) in Pi with v, w E H+ and 
v<s;< w. (4.10) 
Let node t be the predecessor of si and u be the successor of si. Since si is the top 
node, we get 
l<t,U,V<Si<WIn* (4.11) 
Moreover tf u, v by definition. The transformation T, replaces the arcs (v, w), 
(t, s;), (s;, u) by the arcs (t, u), (v, s;), and (s,, w). From (4.11) and (4.1) follows now 
cb(P,) 2 cb(P,+ 1). Moreover, si enters the slope of Pi+, which contains all nodes of 
the slope of Pi. Therefore we get either a pyramidal tour or a tour whose top node 
S;+I fulfills Si>Si+l. 
Transformation T,. If si is the top node of Pi then si+ 1 is in the slope of P,. We 
consider two cases, namely sif 1 is in H- and .s+ 1 not in H-. 
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Case 1: si+ 1 is in H-. Let u succeed si+ 1 in Pi, further t succeed si in Pi and 
u precede si in Pj. Now Ts is the transformation which replaces the arcs (Si, t), 
(u,s,), (s,+ 1, U) by the arcs (u, t), (Sit u), (Si+ l,si). 
Case 2: si + 1 is in H+ and s, + 1 # n. Let u precede Si + 1 in Pi, t precede Si in Pi 
and u succeed Si in Pi. Now Ts is the transformation which replaces the arcs (t,si), 
((S/j u), (u,Si+ 1) by arcs (6 u), (u,~;), (s,,s,+ 1). 
In both cases u <si and obviously t, u <s;. SO we have 
15t,U,U<S,<Si+15/7, (4.12) 
tfu, tfu. (4.13) 
With (4.12), (4.13) and (4.2), (4.3) follows cb(Pi)rcb(Pi+ I). Moreover, Si<S,+i 
follows from the fact that Si is now in the slope of Pj+l and transformation TB 
leaves paths with nodes i>s, unchanged. 
Transformation Tc. Let Si be the top node of Pi. We consider the same two cases 
as for transformation Ts. 
Case 1: si+ 1 is in H-. Let t succeed si+ 1 and u precede Si in Pi. By Lemma 4.4, 
there is an arc (u, w) in Pi with O <Si< w. Now T, is the transformation which 
replaces the arcs (Si+ 1, t), (u, w), (u,si) by the arcs (s;+ l,si), (u, t), (u, w). All nodes 
i>s, are in the path from w to Si+ 1 in Pi. This path is not touched by the transfor- 
mation T,. So all nodes i>s; and Si itself are in the slope of Pj+ 1. Therefore 
Si>Si+i. 
Case 2: si+ 1 is in H’. Let t precede Si + 1 and u succeed si in Pi. Again by 
Lemma 4.4 let (w, u) be the unique arc in Pi with U<Si< w. Now Tc is the transfor- 
mation which replaces the arcs (t,si+ l), (w, u), (s,,u) by the arcs (Si,Si+ l), (t, u), 
(w, u). Again all nodes i>sj are not touched by the transformation and Sj gets into 
the slope of Pi+ 1. SO Si >Si+ 1 holds again. 
In both cases we get 1 I t, u, u < Si< Si + 1 < w I ~1. Further, u #U and u # t, because 
n and s are between u and t, u in Pi. Therefore Cb(Pi) L Cb(Pi+ i) holds by (4.4), 
(4.5). 
Now we will prove (D). Let P be an optimal, but nonpyramidal tour. We divide 
the tour in two parts P,, from node 1 to node n and P,, from node n to node 1. Let 
Zr:={i(iisvisitedinP,,}, 
Za := {i ( i is visited in Pnl}. 
NotethatZ,~Z,={l,n}.NowwelabelthenodesofZFsuchthat l=i,<i,<-..<i,=n 
(with p = lZFl) and the nodes of Ia such that n =ji >j2> a.. >j4 = 1 (with q = IZ,l). 
Let P* be the pyramidal tour (1, i,, . . . , ip, j,, . . . , j,). It will be shown that cb(P)r 
cb(P *). 
First it will be shown that cb(P,,) 2 cb(P,*,). Let i, E IF be the smallest node such 
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that the successor i, in P differs from &+I. Now there exists a node ik E 1, with 
successor i, in P such that i, < ik < i,< il. We replace the arcs (i,, i,) and (ik., i,) by 
the arcs (i,, ik) and (i,, i,) and reverse the path from i, to ik. By (4.6) and (4.7) this 
transformation does not increase the bottleneck length of the path. By repeating this 
transformation until all nodes of P,, are in increasing order (which obviously oc- 
curs after a finite number of iterations) we obtain path P;“, and hence cb(P,.)r 
cb(P,Y,). Similarly cb(P,,)rcb(P,*,) can be shown. Hence cb(P)zcb(P*). 0 
An analogue proof of case (D) for the sum case has been given in [ 131. 
From Theorem 4.3(A) we obtain the following corollaries: 
Corollary 4.5. If the weighted adjacency matrix fulfills 
max{cti; c,,}Imax{ci,; ckj}, i<k, j<l (4.14) 
then there is a pyramidal tour, which is bottleneck optimal. 
Proof. Let lst,u,u<s<win. Then 
maxic,,.; cys; c,,> <maxlc,,.; c,,; c,,,) (4.15) 
because (4.14) yields max{ c,,,; cs, } 5 (c,,; c,, w). Further we get 
maxic,,; cs,,; c,J~max@,,; cs,,; c,,,) (4.16) 
because (4.14) leads to max{c,.; c,~} I{c[,,; c+}. 
From (4.19, (4.16) follows, that every matrix which fulfills (4.14) also fulfills 
(4.1). 0 
Condition (4.14) is the MAX version of the sum condition C;j+ ck15 c,/ + Ckj for 
all i< k, j< 1. Matrices that satisfy this condition are called distributed matrices (see 
[6]). Therefore we can call matrices defined by (4.14) MAX distribution matrices. 
With Corollary 4.5 a well-known result follows. 
Corollary 4.6 [6]. If the weighted adjacency matrix fulfills 
C;k?maX{Cij; cjk}, (4.17) 
Ck;? max{ Cj,; Ckj } (4.18) 
for all i<j< k, then there is a pyramidal tour, which is bottleneck optimal. 
Conditions (4.17) and (4.18) are the MAX versions of the SUM conditions 
cik 2 CQ + Cjk and ck; 2 Cj; + Ckj for all i <j < k. 
Klyaus [7] proved the polynomial solvability in the SUM case. Therefore we can 
call matrices that satisfy (4.17) and (4.18) MAX Klyaus matrices. By Corollary 4.6 
the set of MAX Klyaus matrices is a subset of the MAX distribution matrices. This 
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does not hold for the SUM versions as was pointed out by a referee. For instance 
12 20 8 18 
32 20 11 30 
is a SUM Klyaus matrix but not a SUM distribution matrix. 
Remark 4.7. As mentioned above many papers deal with pyramidal tours in the sum 
case. It seems interesting to compare the conditions found in the sum case with the 
conditions for the bottleneck case given in this paper. 
Demidenko [3] presented acondition in the sum case guaranteeing that an optimal 
tour is pyramidal. Although he derived conditions for asymmetric matrices, we will 
only discuss here his result for symmetric matrices. He showed if 
(a) 
and 
Cfj+Ck/SCikfCj[, i<j<k<l (4.19) 
(b) Cij= Cji (4.20) 
are fulfilled, then there is an optimal pyramidal tour of STSP. This condition looks 
very similar to the condition in Theorem 4.3(D). (Replace “t” by “max”.) 
On the other hand condition 4.3(A) written additively for sum problems reads 
clu + c,, + c,, s cts + cm + C”W for tfu, tfu, lst,u,u<s<win. (4.21) 
In the symmetric case (4.21) is a special case of (4.19). (This is obvious, if we set 
u = u in (4.21).) 
But this is not true for the analogous conditions 4.3(A) and 4.3(D) in the bottle- 
neck case as the following example shows: 
0 1 2 3 4 
1 0 5 0 3 
2 5 0 5 5 
3 0 5 2 0 
4 3 5 0 0 
This matrix fulfills (4.1) but not (4.7). 
Remark 4.8. If the cost matrix is symmetric, then (4.2), (4.3) are more general than 
(4.1). 
5. Product matrices 
For product matrices as weighted adjacency matrix there are some results for the 
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STSP. Servanov [ll] proved that the STSP with general product matrices is NP- 
hard, whereas the STSP with symmetric cost matrices is solvable in O(n log n), see 
[6]. If all entries are nonnegative, the BTSP for this problem is also solvable in 
O(n log n). 
Aizenshtat and Kravchuk [l] showed that an optimal tour of the STSP is pyramidal 
(and therefore solvable in 0(n2)) if the cost matrix is a product matrix of the form 
cij=a;* bjwith alr...5a,, and blz-..>b,,. We show that a BTSP with such a cost 
matrix is also solvable in 0(n2), although there may be no optimal tour which is 
pyramidal. 
Definition 5.1. C is a product matrix, if there are two vectors a= (a,, . . . , a,,), b = 
(b l,...,b,) with 
cu=aj. bj. (5.1) 
Lemma 5.2. Let C be a product matrix with al 5 a2 5 ..’ I a, and 6,~ b2 2 ... 2 b,. 
If there is an arc (i, j) with Cij~O, then every tour P has nonnegative bottleneck 
cost cb(P) L 0. 
Proof. If C,j = 0, then ai = 0 or bj = 0 implying that C contains a row or column of 
zeros. But then every tour has cb(P) 2 0. 
Let us now assume, all Cij#O and there are positive as well as negative cost 
elements. Define r, s by a, < 0 < a,, 1 and b, > 0 > b, + 1. If an assignment P of the 
rows to the columns has negative bottleneck cost, then ai< 0 implies bJ > 0 and thus 
r = s. But every such assignment decomposes into at least two cycles, since all arcs 
between the cities { 1, . . . , r} and {r + 1, . . . , n} have positive cost. Therefore all tours 
have a nonnegative bottleneck length. I7 
Now we can state 
Theorem 5.3. Let the weighted adjacency matrix C be a product matrix with vectors 
a=(a,, . . . ,a,) and b=(b,,..., b,)such thata,Ia,I...Ia,andb,Ib,_,~...Ib,. 
Then the corresponding BTSP can be solved in O(n*) steps. 
Aizenshtat and Kravchuk (see [l]) showed in the sum case that under the condi- 
tions stated in Theorem 5.3 there is always an optimal tour for the sum problem 
which is pyramidal. This is no longer true in the bottleneck case. We have to 
distinguish the following two cases: 
(1) The matrix C has a nonnegative entry. 
(2) All entries of C are negative. 
We shall see that in the first case (I), there is a pyramidal tour which is optimal. 
In case (2), the problem can be reduced to a BTSP with a graded weighted adjacency 
matrix. 
A matrix is called graded if it is graded up or graded down. A matrix is graded 
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Up its columns if C/j>- Cj+ 1, j for all i, j and it is graded down its columns if cij’ ci+ i,j 
for all i, j. 
Whereas a STSP with a graded cost matrix is NP-hard, a BTSP can be solved in 
0(n2) steps, see [6]. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We consider first case (1). According to Lemma 5.1 every 
tour has at least cost 0: 
cb(T*) 2 0, for all tours T*. 
Now we define a new cost matrix C* by 
(5.2) 
c*(i,j) :=max{c(i,j),O}. (5.3) 
Because of (5.2) all tours have the same cost with respect to C* as with respect to C. 
We will show now that C* fulfills the condition of Corollary 4.5 and therefore, 
there is an optimal tour which is pyramidal. Thus we have the following inequality 
to show: 
max{c*(i,j),c*(k,I)}~max{c*(k,j),c*(i,I)}, i<k, j<l. 
Instead of (5.4) we will prove the two equivalent inequalities: 
(5.4) 
c*(i, j)c:max{c*(k, j),c*(i,I)}, i<k, j<l, (5.5) 
c*(k,I)smax{c*(k, j),c*(i,l)}, i<k, j<l. (5.6) 
First we consider (5.5): 
c*(i, j) = max{a;. bj,O}, 
max{c*(k, j), c*(i, I)} =max{ak. bj,a;’ b/,0}. 
Case 1: ai< 0. Because of I > j we get b,c bj and ai. b, 1 ai * bj . 
Case 2: ai>O. From k>i follows akzai. If bj<O, then ai. bj is negative and 
c*(i, j)=O. But then (5.5) is true. So say bj20. Then ak’ bj>ai* bj which means 
c*(k, j)zc*(i, j). 
Now we consider (5.6): 
c*(k, I) = mm{ ak. b,, 0). 
Case 1: b,<O. Because of k>i: akzai. So b,-akz%b,.aj and finally c*(k,l)r 
c*(i, I). 
Case 2: b,zO. If ak<O, then c*(k, I) =0 and nothing is to prove. If ak 20, then 
from l>j follows 6,s b/ and ak’ b,cak. bj. This leads to c*(k, 1) Ic*(k, j). 
Thus (5.4) is proved. 
Because of Corollary 4.5 and cb*(P) = cb(P) for all tours P Theorem 5.3 is proved 
in case (1). 
Next we prove case (2). If C is a product matrix which has only negative entries, 
then either all bj> 0 and all aj<O or all bj<O and all ai>O. In this case there may 
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be no optimal tour which is pyramidal (see Example 5.4). But the weighted adjacency 
matrix is graded UP (or down) its columns. (cU = ai * bj 2 ai+ 1. bj = Ci+ l,j, for bj 2 0 
for alljor cij=ai.bjIai+I.bj=Ci+,,j, for bjI 0 for all j.) But for graded matrices 
the BTSP is solvable in O(n2) steps as shown in [6]. 0 
Example 5.4. Consider the product matrix 
1 2 3 4 
-1 I -1 -2 -3 -4. 
-2 -2 -4 -6 -8 
-4 -4 -8 -12 -16 
-8 -8 -16 -24 -32 
r 
ai 
An optimal tour is (1,3,2,4) with cost - 
c bj 
Cy = ai * bj 
3. But as every pyramidal tour uses arc 
(1,2) or arc (2, l), the cost of a pyramidal tour is greater than -2. Therefore no op- 
timal tour can be pyramidal. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper we described some new efficiently solvable special cases of the 
bottleneck travelling salesman problem (BTSP). All these special cases rely on the 
special algebraic structure of the underlying cost matrices C: 
If C is a symmetric circulant, the BTSP can be solved in O(n log n) steps. If C 
is upper triangular, the BTSP can be solved in O(n2) steps and further conditions 
were given which guarantee that the optimal tour is pyramidal and can therefore be 
determined in O(n*) steps. 
There remain quite a number of open questions: 
Is it possible to state a necessary and sufficient condition for the Hamiltonicity 
of circulant graphs? 
If so, it may be possible to solve BTSPs whose cost matrix is an arbitrary circulant 
in polynomial time. 
What can be said about BTSPs, whose cost matrix is a product matrix? 
In the sum case quite a number of conditions are known on Euclidean problems. 
These conditions have not yet been analyzed for the bottleneck case. In particular 
the bottleneck case may be useful for cities in ultrametric spaces. 
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